
ON CERTAIN  IDENTITIES IN THETA FUNCTIONS*

BY

CLAIBORNE G. LATIMER

1. The purpose of this paper is to obtain certain identities in Jacobi's

theta functions by a new method. This method may be outlined as follows.

We consider two sets of elements 5 and 5i, conceptually distinct, such that

the elements of 5 are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of 5i.

In certain cases these elements are algebraic numbers and in other cases

they are quaternions; in every case, corresponding elements have the same

norms. We construct two functions <I?(x, y, ■ ■ ■) and ^(xi, y1} ■ ■ ■ ), the

terms of which are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of 5

and 5i respectively. Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between

the terms of 3» and those of ty. We then show that if xx, ylt • • • are properly

defined linear functions of x, y, ■ ■ ■ , the corresponding terms are equal and

therefore <f>(x, y, • ■ ■ ) =^(xx, yi, ■ • ■ ).

We shall prove Jacobi's well known fundamental identity,! i.e.

$(x, y, 2, w) = ê3(x)$3(y)d3(z)û3(w) + û2(x)û2(y)û2(z)û2(w) = $(xi, yh Zx, Wx),

where Xi, y¡, zx, wx are certain linear functions of x, y, z, w. It will be shown

that the terms of «P are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all

(Hurwitz) integral quaternions.} The above identity is then proved by em-

ploying certain well known properties of these quaternions. A generalization

of this identity is obtained in a similar manner by employing sets of integral

elements in generalized quaternion algebras. These sets were determined

by the writer in a former paper, § employing a definition of integral element

due to Dickson.^

The other identities are obtained by employing sets of elements not

integral in general. We also obtain Schroeter's identity by the same method.

* Presented to the Society, March 30,1929, and December 27, 1929; received by the editors in

October, 1929.

t Cf. Tannery and Molk, Eléments de la Théorie des Fonctions Elliptiques, vol. 2, p. 162. Kro-

necker's notation for the theta functions will be used throughout this paper.

Î Hurwitz, Vorlesungen über die Zahlentheorie der Quaternionen.

§ American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 48 (1926), pp. 57-66. We shall hereafter refer to this

paper as J.

11 Algebras and their Arithmetics, pp. 141,2,6. In J, Dickson's property U' was used instead of U.

In the algebra of rational quaternions, the integral elements under the definition used in J are the

same as the Hurwitz integral elements.

832
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The use of algebraic numbers and quaternions, and in particular their

arithmetics, to obtain identities in theta functions is believed to be new

and not without interest.

2. Proof of Jacobi's fundamental identity. Part of the argument used

to establish this identity may be repeated verbatim later on to prove a

generalization.

We shall recall certain well known definitions and properties of real

quaternions. If X = x+yi+zj+wk is a real quaternion, where i, j, k are

the usual quaternion units, the conjugate of X is X' = 2x—X and the norm

of X is N(X)=XX' = x2+y2+z2+w2. Then N(X¥)=N(X)N(Y) and

(XY)' = Y'X'.
In the algebra of rational quaternions, the (Hurwitz) integral quaternions

are those in the form
1ft + vi + V + \k)

where £, 17, f, A are integers which are all even or all odd. The set 5 of all

such quaternions is closed under multiplication.

By definition*
Mx, q) =   £o(2m+1)2/4e(2m+1)a:t',

Mx, q) = 2Zqml<?mxi,

where a is a complex number, \q\ <1. Since these functions are absolutely

convergent we have, dropping the parameter q,

*,{*)* AyWA'WAi») = 2Zq(i2W+:2+x2)lie^x+"y+¡z+Xw)i,

where for j = 2 [j = 3 ] the summation extends over all systems of four odd

[even] integers £, 77, f, X. Assume for the present that x, y, z, w are real and let

0 = 1ft + vi + Sj + XA),      X = x + yi + zj + wk.

Let the real part of the quaternion Y be designated by R(Y).  Then

$(x, y, 2, w) =   £?W(0)e,iB(0Z'),

□

where $ is as defined in §1 and the summation extends, without duplication

or omission, over all elements of S. The terms of 4> are thus in one-to-one

correspondence with the elements of S.

Let U be an element of 5 of norm unity and let Xi, yi, Zi, Wi be defined

in terms of x, y, z, w by

Xi = XV,

* It will be understood throughout this paper that the limits of summation are — » and + «o

unless otherwise stated.
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where
Xi = xx + y xi + zxj + wxk.

Let fl be an arbitrarily chosen element of 5 and let r be the corresponding

term of <p(x, y, z, w). Since 5 is closed under multiplication,

iïU = iîi

belongs to 5. Let tx be the term of $(xi, yi, Zx, wx) which corresponds to Qi.

We have
N(üx) = N(Q)N(U) = N(Q),

QiXi = (VU)(XU)' = (Q.U)(U'X') = flX'.

Hence

Since r = ri is a formal identity in x, y, z, w, we may discard our assumption

that they are real. U belongs to 5 and therefore the same is true of U'.

Hence by means of £2(7 = ßi, we have a one-to-one correspondence between

the terms of <$(x, y, z, w) and $(xi, yi, Zi, Wx). And, as we have just seen,

corresponding terms are equal. Therefore

(1) $(x, y, z, w) = $(xi, yx, Zx, wx).

If we take as U one of the elements

|(± 1 ± i + j ± k)

and change the signs of certain of the variables, (1) becomes Jacobi's identity.

The only other elements in 5 of norm unity are ±1, ±i, ±j, ±k. If we take

one of these as U, (1) is trivial.

3. The sets of integral elements in generalized quaternion algebras.

Consider the rational algebra A, with the basal numbers

1,   7 = (ßyY'H,     J = (7«)1/2i,      K = (c#yi*k,

where a, ß, y are positive odd integers such that aßy contains no square

factor >1. A is a subalgebra of the algebra of real quaternions and hence

has the properties mentioned in §2.*

Two of a, ß, y are congruent, modulo 4, and therefore, after applying

a cyclic substitution if necessary, we may assume that a=/3 (mod 4). An

integral element of A is defined as an element which belongs to a set 5 which

* In J we considered an algebra Au with a multiplication table which involved certain para-

meters a and ß. Let a=aiS,ß=ßlS, where äis the g.c.d. of a and ß, and assume thata<0 and/3>0.

If in the multiplication table of A we replace <*i, ft, S, K by — ß, a, y, yK respectively, it will be seen

that Ax is equivalent to A. We shall quote the results of J in terms of the new notation.
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has certain properties R, C, U, M* By property C, if X, Y are elements of

5 then XY also belongs to S. We shall not employ explicitly the properties

R, U, M.
Let a=Aa', ß = Bß', y = Cy' where A, B, C are defined as follows. A is

the product of all the prime factors Ai of a such that — ßy is a quadratic

non-residue of every As, or A = 1 if a contains no such factor. B and C are

similarly defined with a cyclic substitution on A, B, C and on a, ß, y. If

Q is the number of prime factors in a' ß' y', there are exactly 2Q = t odd

integers jET<(*">1, 2, • • • , t), incongruent modulo a'ß'y' such that

(2) ßyH* +1 = 0 (mod a'), yaHi2 +1=0 (mod j8'), aßH? +1=0 (mod 7').

Let H be one of the Hi and let 5<[5/, Si"] be the totality of elements in

the form

\ ( V X X     \
(3) Q = — (£ +- I-\-J H-K),
w 2 V     ß'y'        y'cl'        a'ß'  /'

where £, 17, f, X are rational integers such that

r ■ 57'ffX (mod a'),

(4) 17 = ¿7'ffX (mod ß'),

X - ¿0'.^ (mod y'),

and such that the first [second, third ] of the following conditions is satisfied :

c » v » r - x,
? =-1?,  r - x,

I = f,    17 = X (mod 2).

We shall say that an element in the form (3) has the coordinates £, 77, f, X.

It will be noted that Si is the intersection of St and SI '.

If a =7 (mod 4), by the proof of Theorem 3, J, Si has the properties

R, C, U, M. On the other hand, if a=y+2 (mod 4), the sets Sí and S/'have

these properties. For every Hi we thus have either one or two sets of integral

elements.

From (2) it follows that (4) is equivalent to

X = - ß'CHC (mod a'),

(5) X s - a'CH-n (mod ß'),

f - - a'J?i7>7 (mod 7').

* J, P- 57.
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If r?, f, X satisfy (4) and if f=X or 17 s\ (mod 2), by employing (5) it may

be shown that they may be written in the corresponding forms below:

V = 2ß'y'mx + r,

v nN f = 27 V«, - «'£77r + ^7'77/>,
(a) ? = X (mod 2) :

X = 2a'/3'w3 - a'C77r + ß'p,

0 = * < 2a',  0 = r < 20V;
(6)

r, = 2|8V«fi + Aß'Hr + ay'Hp,

f = 27VOT2 + r,
(b) >j = X(mod2):

X = 2a'ß'm3 - ß'CHr + alp,

0 < p < 2ß',  0 = r < 2oly',

where Wi, m2, m3, r, p are integers, r and /> subject to the indicated inequal-

ities. Conversely, if 77, f, X may be written in the forms (6a) [(6b)], they

satisfy (4) and f=X [r]=\] (mod 2).

4. Construction of functions corresponding to the sets 5<, 5/, 5/ '.   Let 9

be a complex number |<7|<1; a = A/a', b = B/ß', c = C/y', and

Fx(x, r)   =     ^?^12/4g6c,xi)

">i

Gi(x; r, p) =   Y,?'1*1***",

7i"l(x; r, p)   =    ^ç,a»2/4ea6Xxi)

m3

where r, p are integers and r\, f, X are given by (6a). Let F2(x; r, p), G2(x, r),

H2(x; r, p) be defined in the same way except that we use the expressions

(6b) for ij, f, X. We may write

Fx(x, r) = qb"%liebcrxiû3[BC(x - rki), q^],

where ¿ = (log q)/2. The other five functions may be similarly expressed in

terms of theta functions. Hence each of these six functions is absolutely

convergent.   Then

*o(s, 0 = Mx)Fx(y, 2s)Gx(z; 2s, 2t)Hx(w; 2s, 2t)

—    V* g^+bci'+ca^+abX'*) e(.(x+bcvy+ca{z+ab\w)i

where the summation extends over all systems of four even integers £, 77, f, X

such that 7?, f, X may be written in the forms (6a) with r, p replaced by 2s, 2t

respectively.  For every such system, there is a corresponding element of 5,-,

1 / v f X     \
— (i+ — 7 + —/ +-K).
2 V     ß'y'       y'a'       a'ß'   J
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Conversely, if ß is an element of Si with even coordinates, £, 77, f, X, there

is a uniquely determined pair of integers s, t, 0^s<ß'y', 0 = í<«', such

that ^ofo 0 contains exactly one term corresponding to ß.  Let

*i(i, t) = û2(x)Fi(y, 2s + l)Gi(z; 2s + 1, 2t)Hi(w; 2s + 1, 21).

The above argument regarding ^0 may be repeated for ^i except that

£, 77, f, X are odd, r is replaced by 2s+l, and ß has odd coordinates. Hence

$i(x, y, z,w)=  £ "¿ (*0(í, 0 + *i(s, t))

(7)

=  V „JV(Q)e2B(0I')t;

Q

where we assume for the present that x, y, z, w are real,

y z w
X = x + —I +-/ +-tf,

ß'y' y'a' ot'ß'

and the summation extends, without duplication or omission, over all

elements of S¡. The terms of $1 are thus in one-to-one correspondence with

the elements of Si.

We shall next construct functions <P2 and $3, the terms of which are in

one-to-one correspondence with the elements of Sí and Sí' respectively.

As noted before, both Sí and Si' contain Si. Accordingly, we shall obtain

$2 and $3 by adding properly chosen functions to $1.

The 77, -f, X coordinates of every element of Si may be written in the forms

(6a) and £="ij, f=X (mod 2). Furthermore, if such an element does not be-

long to Si, ?7=X+1 (mod 2), and therefore in (6a) r=p + l (mod 2). There-

fore if we set
ß'y'-l or'-l

¿20 - Mx) E   2>i(y, 2sX?i(a; 2s, It + \)Hi(w; 2s, It + 1),
s=0     ¡=0

¿21 =■ 0,(*) £   Z Fi(y, 2s+ l)Gi(z; 2s+1, 2t+ \)Hi(w; 2s+1, 2t+1),
«=o     (=0

it follows that 02o+02i is equal to the expression on the right of (7), where

in this case the summation extends over all the elements of Si which do

not belong to S¡.  Then

*,(*, y, z, w) = $: + <j>20 + ¿2! = 2ZqNme2max'\
a

where the summation extends over all the elements of Si ■   If we let
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T'a'-l ß'-X

¿so ■ *i(*) E    E Pt(y\ 2s, 2t + l)G2(z, 2s)H2(w; 2s, 2t + 1),
»-0      t-0

y'a'-l ß'-l

4>n - #i(x) E    HF2(y; 2s + 1, 2t + l)G2(z, 2s + \)H2(w; 2s + 1, 2t + 1),
l-O      (»0

it may be shown as for <p2 that

$3(x, y, z, w) = $i + 030 + 031 =   Yi<lN(a)e2max'),
a

where now the summation extends over all the elements of 5/'.

5/Identities in functions which correspond to sets of integral elements.

For each of the sets 5<, 5/, Si' we have a corresponding function <£,(/ =1,2,3).

As noted in §3, 5j has the properties R, C, U, M if a =y (mod 4), while 5'

and 5" have these properties if a=y+2 (mod 4). Let 5 be one of the sets

which has these properties and let $ be the corresponding function.  Let

yx Zx Wx
Xx = xi + —7-1-/ H-K.

ß'y'        y'a'        a'ß'

The argument of §2 beginning "Let U be an element of 5 ■ • • " and leading

to (1) may now be repeated word for word, it being understood that we

employ the <P, Xi and 5 of this paragraph and the X and fl of the preceding

paragraph.  We have then

Theorem 1. Let S be one of the sets 5<, 5/, Si' which has the properties

R, C, U, M, and let $ be the corresponding <P,. If U is an element of S of norm

unity and if x1} yx, 8i, Wx are defined in terms of x, y, z, w by means of XU = Xx,

then*

$(x, y, z, w) = $(xi, yi, *i, Wi).

6. Special cases of Theorem 1. If a, ß, y are assigned numerical values,

to write out explicitly the identity of the above theorem it is necessary to

determine an element U as there defined, i.e. a unit belonging to 5. In some

cases a unit yields a trivial identity, as was seen at the end of §2. Further-

more, the algebra may have no unit which yields a non-trivial identity.

This is the case if a=/3 = l, 7 = 7; the only units being ±1,  ±K.

By the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 of J, every element with integral

coordinates and integral norm belongs to a set of integral elements.   The

* We have considered only those algebras in which a, ß, y are odd. The same method is being

used in a Kentucky thesis, employing the algebras in which one of these parameters is even and the

results of Professor Darkow on the arithmetics of such algebras. See Annals of Mathematics, vol. 28,

pp. 263-70.
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problem of determining those algebras which contain units yielding non-

trivial identities is therefore equivalent to that of determining those values

of a, ß, y such that the equation

a'ß'y'Z2 + a'BCv2 + ß'CAC2 + y'AB\2 = ia'ß'y'

has a solution in integers, two of which are ^0. This, of course, is a very

difficult problem. We shall give two classes of algebras in which such a unit

may be determined and the corresponding identity written out explicitly.

Let j8=7 = l and let a be a product of distinct primes, each in the form

4m+1. Then A =B = C=ß'=y' = l, a = a'=u2+v2, where u, v are relatively

prime.  We may take

1/ u + v u — v    \
U-[1 + 1 +-/ +-K).

2 \ a a        J

For example, if a = 5, « = 2, v = l, H = 3, it will be found that $ may be

written

4

$(x, y, z, w) = â3(x, q)My, ?) E?2',«2(3i+"')ii/^s(z - 6tki, q6)û3(w - 2tki, a6)
<-o

4

+ Mx, q)My, q) Z?,,1«,(tof',),</Wi(8 - 6tki, qs)û2(w - 2tki, q6).
t-o

By the theorem,

$(x, y, z, w) = $(xi, yi, zu Wi),

where we find

1 /              3z + w\ 1
Xi = —( x - y-—J,     zi = — (3x - y + z + w),

1 / z - 3w\ 1
yi = —lx + y-\-—1,    ioi - — (x + 3y - z + w).

Similar results may be obtained if a is a product of distinct primes,

each in the form 3»+l, one of ß, y is unity and the other is 3, noting that

the notation must be so chosen that a=ß (mod 4).

If the method of the preceding paragraphs be applied to the algebraic

integers in the field defined by an imaginary cube root of unity and if we set

*(*, y) = Mx, q)My, q>) + H*, <i)Hy, qs),

we obtain the known identity

$(x, y) = $(xi, yi),
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where
xi = i(x + y),  yx = è(3x - y).

7. Proof of Schroeter's identity. The sets of elements used hereafter will

not be integral in general. Let r, p be positive integers and let s, t be integers

such that / is prime to

A = rs2 + pt2.

Let p = r112, t = ip112, and let 5 be the totality of numbers in the form

Q = A-^(£ + r,pr),

where £, t\ are integers such that

(8) t% = - rsr, (mod A).

Let 5i be the the totality of numbers in the form

fil  =  £ IP + 1)lT,

where £i, jji are integers.  If U=A~ll2(sp+tT) and

01/ = Í2i,

it may be shown that Qi belongs to 5i if and only if Q belongs to 5. The

numbers of 5 are therefore in one-to-one correspondence with the numbers

of Si.
It may be shown that if p. is an integer and if

$Áx, y) - qT"*e2rí>x->">')>'iú3(Ax - rspki, qA) û3(prAy + prtpki, q»r*),

where k = log q, then

$p(x, y) =   E?({2+pr',2>/Ae2(£l+î"'''!'><,

where the summation extends over all pairs of integers £, r¡ such that

i — rsn,    r¡ = — tp. (mod A).

Then
A-l

*(*» y) - H%(x> y) = J2qNla)e2max,),
M=0 Ö

where
X = A1'^* + ypr)

and the summation extends over all the numbers of 5.

It is readily shown that

*(*i, yi) = t?3(rxi, qT)â3(pyx, qp) =   E?ir<0l)«2<B<niX,'),
"1

where
Xx = xxp + yxT
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and the summation extends over all the numbers of Si.

Let Xi, yi be defined in terms of x, y by

X, = XU.

By means of ßi = ßi/ we have a one-to-one correspondence between the

terms of $ and SF.   For corresponding terms,

N(üi) = N(Ü)N(U) = N(ü),

QiX{ = (üu)(U'x') = ax'.

Hence corresponding terms are equal and

$(x, y) = ^(xi, yi).

If this is expressed in terms of theta functions and y is replaced by —y/pr,

we obtain Schroeter's formula:

û3(rsx + ty, qr)d3(- ptx + sy, q")

A-1

= ]r?r''2i>2(r*I+'1')''i'?3(A* - rsfiki, qA)â3(Ay - prtp.ki, qprti).

M=0

8. An analogue of Schroeter's identity.  Let p, r, s, t be defined as in the

preceding paragraph, except that

rs2 + pt2 = A2,

where A is a positive integer. Let S [Si ] be the totality of numbers in the form

Œ = ? + ypT    [ßi = £ip + 77it],

where £, 77 [£1, 771 ] are integers such that

/£ = — rs??        [t%i = S771] (mod A).

Let U = sp+tr. If

(9) ÜU = Aß„

it may be shown that ßi belongs to Si if and only if ß belongs to 5.  Let ¡j, be

an arbitrarily chosen integer and

$Áx, y) = q'S^e^^-r'yii'ty^Ax - rsfiAki, q^d^prAy + prt¡iAki, qprA').

Then
*».(*, y) = 2~lqi2+vr'n'ienlx+v"''J)i>

where the summation extends over all pairs of integers £, 77 such that

Í=rsn,     rj^—t/x (mod A).
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Then
A-l

*(*i y) ■ E*m(*, y) = E?"(a)«2,'B(0X,)>
M-0 Q

where the summation extends over all the numbers of 5 and X=x+ypr.

If we set

A-l

*(*i, Vi) =   EçAV«2"(r"'+,'""><«M''A*;i - rspAki, qrl*)ù3(pAyx - pt/xAki, q***),
M-0

it may be shown in a similar manner that

*(xi, yi) =  E?JV(0l)«2iB(0lXl'),

Ol

where the summation extends over all the numbers of 5i and Xi=Xip+yiT.

By (9), the terms of 4> are in one-to-one correspondence with the terms

of *; and furthermore, for corresponding terms, 2V(Q)=2V(fli).    Hence

if we set
AX, = XU

it follows that
*(x, y) = *(xi, yx).

If we express this in terms of theta functions and replace çA\ Ax, prAy, rAxi,

pAyx by q, x, y, Xi, yx respectively, we obtain the identity below.

Theorem 2. If p,r are positive integers and s, t, u, v are integers such that

rs2 + pt2 = A2,

where A is a positive integer prime to t, then

'¡z1     .           (          rspki      \     (         prtpki       \
^q^e^^ûAx-, qjdAy H-> q*T\

i^1    2            /          rspki      \     (          ptixki        \
=   Eo Q" e2^û3 {xx-—. ?'j $3(yx-— >  q'J,

where

xx = (rsx - ty)/A,    yx = (ptx + sy)/A.

For the case r = s = t = l, p = 3, the identity of the above theorem is

equivalent to the identity mentioned at the end of §6. For r=p = 2, y=/ = 1,

the above identity reduces to

M*. q)My, q) = Mxx, q2)&z(yx, q2) + »i(*i, q2)Hyi, ?2),

Xx= x - y,       yi = x + y.

This is a special case of Schroeter's identity.
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9. An extension of Schroeter's identity. In this and the next paragraph

we shall obtain identities in functions of four variables similar to Schroeter's

identity and to the identity of the preceding paragraph.

Let a, b, c be positive integers and let s, t, u, v be integers such that

s2 + bet2 + cau2 + abv* = A

is prime to 5=-s2+bet2.  Let

I = (bcY'H, J = (ca)^2j, K = (aby2k,

where i, j, k are the quaternion units, and let

A = su — btv,       B = sv + ctu.

Let 5 be the totality of quaternions in the form

0 = A-i/2ft + ,/ + {■/ + \K),

where £, 77, f, X are integers such that

5f = acAt + abB\,
(10) /

Sr¡ m - aßf + aA\ (mod A).

Let Si be the totality of quaternions in the form

Oi = li + Vil + tiJ + \iK,

where £i, 771, ft, Xi are integers, and let

U = A-1/2(s + tI + uJ + vK).

It may be shown that if

(11) ßi/ = ßi,

then ßi belongs to Si if and only if ß belongs to S. We have therefore by

means of (11) a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of S and

those of Si.

If £, 77, f, X satisfy (10), there is a uniquely determined pair of integers

«, j>;0^/i<A, O^v<A, such that

(12) t = Sß, v = àv (mod A).

By means of (10) we find

(13) ? ■ - Aß + bBv,   X =• - (Bn + cAv) (mod A).

Conversely, if u, v are arbitrarily chosen integers and if £, 77, f, X satisfy

(12) and (13), they also satisfy (10). Let
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p = - Ap + bBv,   t = - (Bn + cAv),

$M ,  SB   qt(.l^+^1)eH»l'X+bc¡i'y+capz+ahru,)i^%^x  _  fy,^ çA)

•#3[MAy - ôVH), ç^^tcaiAz - pki), qcaù>]û3[ab(Aw - rki), qabA]

where k =log ç. It may be shown that

$ f —     V'j({i+6<:1i2+ocr2+o*X2)/Ae2({i+l>e5!/-l-eorî+oî.Xw)«

where the summation extends over all quadruples £, 77, f, X which satisfy

(12) and (13).

If we set Z=A1'2(x+y/+z/+wÄ:) it follows that

A-l

<E>(x, y, z,w)=  £ $„, = 53gw<0)«,iB(nx')l

where the summation extends over all the elements of S. It is readily shown

that if

*(xi, yi, 21, Wi) = â3(xh q)â3(bcyi, qbc)û3(cazu qca)&3(abwx, qab),

then
^(xi, yi, zi, wi) =   2Z,qN(aí)e¿iR(aiZl'),

where the summation extends over all the elements of Si and Xi = Xi+yiI

+Z1J+W1K. By means of (11) there is a one-to-one correspondence between

the terms of <P and those of "9. If we let Xi, yi, zx, wx be defined in terms of

x, y, z, w by Xi = XU, it may be shown as in the preceding proofs that the

corresponding terms of $ and S? are equal and hence

$(x, y, z, w) = \F(xi, yi, 2i, Wi).

Expressing this in terms of theta functions, replacing y, z, w by y/(be),

z/(ca), w/(ab) respectively, and making similar replacements for yx, Zi, Wi, we

obtain the identity below.

Theorem 3.   Let a, b, c be positive integers and let s, t, u, v be integers

such that
s2 + bet2 + cau2 + abv2 =■ A

is prime to ô = s2+bet2. Let A=su — btv, B = sv+ctu.  Then

A-l

$3(xi, q)û3(yh qhc)&3(zi, qca)û3(wu qab) =   2~2 qs<^+bc'^e2^llx+i^+i'z+TW)i

It, v=0

■d3(Ax — ôfiki, qA)â3(Ay - bcSvki, qbcA)â3(Az — capki, qcaA)ê3(Aw - abrki, qabA);
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Xx = sx — ty — uz — vw,

yx = bctx + sy + bvz — cuw,

Zx = caux — avy + sz + ctw,

Wx = abvx + auy — btz + sw,

p = — Ap + bBv,

t = — Bp — Cdi».

10. An extension of Theorem 2.  Let a, b, c be positive integers and let

s, t, u, v be integers such that

s2 + bet2 + cau2 + abv2 = A2,

where A is a positive integer prime to 8 = s2+bct?.  Let A, B, p, r be defined

as in the preceding paragraph and let

Ax = su + btv,    Bx = sv — ctu.

Let 5 be the totality of quaternions in the form

a = £ + vl + U + \K,

where £, 17, f, X are integers which satisfy (10).   Let 5i be the totality of

quaternions in the form

Qi - £1 + i>J + fi7 + \xK,

where £1,771, f 1, Xi are integers such that

5£i ■ — acAxÇx — abBx\x,
(14)

577i = aBiÇi — aAi\x (modA).

As in the preceding paragraph, if £, 77, f, X satisfy (10), there is a uniquely

determined pair of integers p, v; 0^/¿<A, 0 = v<A, such that

(15) £ = 8(i,   1» = Sv,   ^ = p,   v = t (mod A).

If we set

$„, =  qa^+bc^^gK.ißx+Sbcyy+capz+abTw)^^^  _  ^LlAki, ?A')

■#3(bcAy — ôvbcAki, q^û^caAz - pcaAki, qcatll)ë3(abAw - rabAki, qab*2),

it may be shown that

<J>      =    ^0£2+6c>j2+caf2+a&X2e2(iz+6ci|irt-<:af2+aMuOt'

where the summation extends over all quadruples which satisfy (15). Hence

A-l

*(x, y, z,w)=   E «V =   E?WCi!)e2iB(öX,),
(i,»—o a
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where the summation extends over all the elements of 5 and X=x+ I

+zJ+wK.

Set
pi = Axp — bBxV,   Tx = Bxp + cAiV.

In <£„,, replace p, r by px, rx respectively and let ^Sf^ be the resulting function.

It may be shown as for $ that
A-l

*(*i, yi, zi, wx) = ,E %> = Eî"(Ql)«2,'B(aiZl'),
ft, r—0 &i

where the summation extends over all the elements of 5i and Xi=xi+yt7

+Z1J+W1K. If we set AXx = XU, Aßi=«<7 where U = s+tI+uJ+wK, it

may be shown that Qi belongs to Sx if and only if Q belongs to 5 and that the

corresponding terms of $ and ^ are equal. Hence

$(x, y, z, w) = ¥(*i, yx, Zi, w 1).

If we express this in terms of theta functions, replace q&1, Ax, Abcy,

Acaz, Aabw by q, x, y, z, w respectively and make similar replacements for

Xx, yx, Zx, Wx, we obtain the identity below.

Theorem 4.   Let a, b, c be positive integers and let s, t, u, v be integers

such that
s2 + bet2 + cau2 + abv2 = A2,

where A is a positive integer prime to 8=s2+bct2.  Let

A = su — btv,   Ax = su + btv,    p = — Ap + bBv,    px — Axp — bBxV,

B = sv + ctu,    Bx = sv — ctu,    r = — Bp — cAv,    rx = Bxp + cAxv,

where p., v are arbitrarily chosen integers.   Let

A-l /        ¡¡„¡¡i      \

F(x, y, z,w) =   E g»0',+*«V<»^«'<l+/>'-r™>i/A#, ( x-,  q)
,.. »-o \ A        /

(ôbcvki        \     /        pcaki       \     (       rabki       \
y-, g*cj «M z-> q°a)ö3lw->qab),

and let Fi be the function obtained from F by replacing p, r by px, rx respectively.

Then
F(x, y, z, w) = Fx(xx, yx,zx, Wx)

where

Xi = (sx — ty — uz — vw)/A, zt = (caux — avy + sz + ctw)/A,

y 1 = (bctx + sy + bvz — cuw)/A,    wx = (abvx + auy — btz + sw)/A.
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